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0. INTRODUCTION 
The main object of this paper is the study of the existence, uniqueness, 
and regularity properties of the solutions of the Cauchy problem 
u’(t) = Au(t) +f(t) O<tdT 
u(0) = 240 
(0.1) 
where A: D, c E + E is a closed linear operator in the Banach space E, the 
unknown u is a function from the real interval [0, T] into E, u. is a given 
element of E and f is a given function from [0, T] into E. 
Our fundamental assumption is that A is the infinitesimal generator of 
an analytic semigroup in E: this condition enables us to apply the abstract 
theory relative to (0.1) to the study of the initial-boundary value parabolic 
problem 
w,(t, x) = A(& D) 46 xl + LT(L x)3 O<t<T, XEQ 
B,(x, D) w( t, x) = 0 l<k<WZ, O<t<T, xEai2 (0.2) 
40, x) = we(x) XEfi 
where ,4(x, D) is an elliptic differential operator of order 2m, B,(x, D) dif- 
ferential boundary operators and g, w,, given functions (for the exact 
assumptions also on the open set Q c R” and its boundary a52 we refer the 
reader to [24]). As we want to find solutions of this problem such that the 
equation in (0.2) is verified pointwise in 10, T] x 0 (and not only almost 
everywhere) we assume in the study of the abstract equation (0.1) that f is 
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continuous from [O, T] to E and in the applications to problem (0.2) we 
choose E = C(B), the Banach space of continuous functions on D with the 
sup-norm. This choice leads us to consider operators A verifying all the 
properties of the generators of analytic semigroups with the exception of 
the density of D, in E: this is caused by the homogeneous boundary con- 
ditions (0.2), and the sup-norm of C(Q) (for details see Sect. 6). The fact 
that z# E motivates the introduction of analytic semigroups which are 
not strongly continuous at the origin: their properties are studied in Sec- 
tion 1.2. It is known (see [7, 8, 201) that the description of the sharp 
regularity properties of the solutions of (0, 1) requires also the introduction 
of two families of intermediate spaces DA(O, co) and DA(O) between D, and 
E (0 E 10, 1 [). They are interpolation spaces but we can define them by 
means of a suitable characteristic property pointed out by Berens and But- 
zer [4]: in this way we are able to prove all the properties we need without 
using the deep results of the interpolation theory (see Sect. 1.3). 
In Section 2 we define a strict, classical, and mild solution of (0.1) and 
prove some embedding theorems for function spaces. Properties of the mild 
solutions are given in Section 3: they generalize previous results of Da 
Prato and Grisvard and of the author-they proved to be useful to obtain 
the regularity of the solutions of the semilinear evolution equations (see 
[221). 
In the next two sections we prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
classical and strict solution of (0.1) when f is holder continuous or little 
holder continuous (time-regularity) or has values in some D,(O, co) or 
DA(e) (space-regularity); in addition necessary and sufficient conditions for 
f and u0 are given in order that U’ and Au have the same regularity of f 
(maximal regularity): we also demonstrate for the solutions of (0.1) a 
“cross” regularity of maximal type (i.e., time-regularity off implies space- 
regularity of U’ and space-regularity off implies time-regularity of Au: see 
Theorem 4.3 and 5.3). This lets us prove results of Schauder type for 
problem (0.2) in the last section (see Theorem 6.4): in general the existence 
and uniqueness of the classical solution of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem 
for the heat equation in spaces of holder continuous functions is 
investigated in Section 6. 
In many works (see [2, 7, 8, 9, 16, 21, 231) it was shown how the 
maximal regularity results are an important instrument for the study of 
many types of evolution equations (nonautonomous, nonlinear, retarded, 
integral, etc.): the new results given here will be used to investigate these 
problems in future papers. For this reason we use the intermediate spaces 
o,(e, co) and DA(O) instead of DC-,.,8 (the domains of the B-power of 
-A); other motivations for this preference are: the property that D, ND, 
implies D,(B, co ) = D,(d, co ) and the exact characterization of O,(e, 00) 
and DA(Q) when A is an elliptic operator (see (6.4), [S], and [17]). In this 
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paper we take also particular care in calculating explicitly the constants 
which occur in the estimates obtained in connection, for example, with the 
regularity results (see (3.15)-(3.17), (4.24), (4.35), (5.12), (5.21)) as this 
proved useful in the applications mentioned above. Finally we exhibit new 
proofs of some known results (see, e.g., remarks to Theorems 3.2, 4.1, and 
5.1) when they seem more simple and also to make the exposition self-con- 
tained. An announcement of the contents of this paper together with a non- 
linear application is given in [22]. 
1 
1.1 Notation and Preliminaries 
Let E be a Banach space with norm /I./I. We shall define some classes of 
functions u from the interval [0, T] of R into E which will be used in this 
paper: B(0, T; E) = space of bounded functions from [0, T] to E with the 
sup-norm. C(0, T, E) = space of continuous functions from [0, T] to E 
with the sup-norm. For each 8 E 10, 1 [ we define the space of holder con- 
tinuous functions 
u: [0, T] -+ E, IIu(I B = sup Ilu(t) - 4s)ll 
f,SE [O,T] (f-sle <cc 
with norm 
ll4l@(o.r;E)= Il~ll.(o,T;E)+ II40 
and the subspace of little holder continuous functions (see [30] ~01.1, 
P. 43) 
U: [0, T] + E, lim sup lb(t) - 4s)ll 
h-0 (r-sl<h 
(t-s/” 
h”(0, T; E) will be endowed with the norm of C’(0, r; E). In [21] 
h’(O, T; E) is characterized as the closure of C’(0, T; E) in Ce(O, T; E). The 
following property is easy to prove: 
0 < d1 < O2 < 1 S. @(O, T; E) 4 hel(O, T; E). (1.1) 
The space of lipschitz continuous functions 
Lip(0, T; E) = u: [0, T] + E, jlull 1 = II4t + A) - u(t)ll sup 
t,t + h t [O,T] IhI -=zc0 
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lIUIILip(O,T;E)= I/UllC(O,T;E) + ll”lll~ 
We will also use the notation 
C(O+, T; E) = (u: 10, T] + E, u E C(E, T; E) for each E E 10, T[). 
Analogous definitions are given for C’(O+, r; E), h’(O+, c E), etc. Another 
notation will be employed, i.e., 
Co(O, T; E) = {u E C(0, T, E), u(O) = 0} 
and similar notations for Ct(O, T; E), ht(O, T; E), etc. 
If E and F are Banach spaces L(E, F) will denote the Banach space of 
continuous linear functions from E to F with the sup-norm and we set 
L(E, E) = L(E). E 4 F means that E is continuously embedded in F. 
Finally we set N = { 0, 1, 2 ,... } and N * = ( 1, 2, 3 ,... 1. 
1.2 Analytic Semigroups 
Throughout this paper we assume that A: D, c E + E is a linear 
operator in a Banach space E (with norm 11.11) verifying the following 
property: There exist q4 E 142, rc[ and M > 0 such that if 
AES~= (zEC, z#O, largzl <qb} (1.2) 
then ,l~p(A) and 
Here p(A) is the resolvent set of A and R(L, A) = (A- A)-‘. We consider 
D, as a Banach space with the norm of the graph of A, while z will be 
endowed with the norm of E. 
It is well known (see 112, 291) that if we assume also z = E then A is 
the generator of a bounded analytic semigroup; but we will see that also 
when z # E it is possible to define a function t -+ eAt (with the aid of the 
Dunford integral of the classical theory of analytic semigroups) which has 
many properties of the usual holomorphic semigroups. In fact the following 
proposition can be proved by a simple extension of the usual proofs (see, 
e.g., [12, 13, 18, 261): 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A verify ( 1.2). Given t > 0 there exists in Z(E) the 
Dunford integral 
AI - 1 e 
-5% +s s 
eA’R(i, A) dJ. (1.3) 
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where w=v.. u%?ouw+, %$= {ZEC, z=e'$, I$1 qfJ>, 9?* = {ZEC, 
z=re”@, r> l}, and +V, are oriented upwards and -tG$, anti-clockwise. In 
addition, setting eAo = I, the following properties hold: 
(it;, 
eA(‘+S)=eA’eASfor t, f>O; 
eA’xEDAkfor t>O, XEE, kEN*; 
(iii), for each k E N there is Mk (depending also on M and cj) such that 
I/ tkAkeA’\I P(E) 6 Mk for t >O; 
(iv)k for each k E N * and t > 0 there exists (in 9(E)) 
dkeAr -=AkeA’ 
dtk 
and t--f eAr can be extended analytically in a sector containing the positive 
real semiaxis; 
(v) AeA’x=eA*Ax for t>O and XED~; 
(vi) R(A, A) eAr = eA’R(& A) for t > 0 and L E p(A). 
The fact that DA is not (necessarily) dense in E influences the behaviour 
of t -+ eAtx near t = 0 as the next proposition shows: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. When A verifies (1.2) the following properties hold 
(i) if x EE then lim, +. eA’x =x. Conversely if there exists 
lim I+0 eA’x=y then xE% and y=x. 
(ii) For each x E E and t > 0 we have that Jb eAsx ds E D, and 
A ’ 
I 
eAsx ds = eArx - x (1.4) 
0 
hence j:, AeAsx ds = eA’x - x when s -+ llAeAS.xll is in L’(0, t; R). 
(iii) Zf xEDAand Ax~b, then 
Conversely if there exists lim, +o(eA’x - x)/t = y then x E DA, Ax E DA, and 
Ax= y. 
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BA = {xc E, sup jIAeA’xJI < co} 
I>0 
lleA’x - x1( 
<co t 
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(iv) (xeE, 3 lim,,, AeA’x} = {xe E, lim,,,AeA’x = Ax} = 
{XED,, AXED,}. 
Proof In what follows 1 denotes an arbitrarily chosen element of p(A). 
(i) As usual (see, e.g., [12] p. 489) one proves that if XE D, 
then lim , +0 eA’x = x: but this is also true for x EE because IleA’Il pLY(Ej is 
bounded. Conversely if lim r+OeA’x=y then (&A)-‘y= 
lim,,,(JU--A))‘eA’x=lim,,, eA’(l-A))‘x, but as (LA)-‘xED, we 
deduce from the first part of (i) that lim,,, eA’(i-A)-’ x= (n--A)-’ x 
hence(~-A)-‘y=(~-A)~‘xandsoy=x;finallyaseA’xED,fort>0, 
we get x=lim,,,eA’xEz. 
(ii) Let 0 <s -=z t: from (v) and (iv)l of Proposition 1.1 we get 
f 
eAsxds= I ’ (,l-A)eA”(L-A)p’xds c 
eA”(i-A)-’ xds- s :$ (eA”(A-A)-‘x)ds 
=A 1’ eA”(l--A)-’ xds-eA’(L-A)-’ x+eAE(IZ-A)-l x. 
E 
Letting E + 0 we deduce from (i) 
j: eA”xds=1(/2--A)-’ 1: eA”xds-(i-A)-’ (eA’x-x), (1.5) 
This proves that j& eA”x ds E DA and also (1.4) by application of i-A to 
both sides of (1.5). 
(iii) If x ED, and Ax E Da then we have from (ii) 
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which tends to Ax for t -+ 0 by virtue of (i). Conversely from 
lim 1-O eA’x - x/t = y we obviously get lim, _ 0 eA’x = x and so x ED,: from 
this we deduce that also y~z. Now by using (1.5) we obtain 
(n-A)-‘y=;$o (A-A) ’ fq 
=f’_“, 2(2-A)-’ f [; e”‘xds-f !6’ e”“xds] 
[ 
=A(,%-A)-‘X-X. 
This implies x E DA and so by applying A - A to both sides we get y = Ax. 
(iv) From (1.5) we deduce for each xEE and t>O 
Hence if there exists lim, +o(( l/t) jk eAsx ds) =y then we get from (iii) in 
particular that A( 1” - A) - -] x = -x + ,I(1 - A) ~ ’ x belongs to z hence 
x E% and so from (i) we deduce that y = lim, _ 0( (l/t) St, eAsx ds) = x. The 
converse of (iv) is a consequence of (i). 
(v) Suppose that 
c = sup lleAJx - XII 
< +x. 
v>o s 
Given t > 0 we have for each s > 0, Il((eA” - 1)/s) eArx\I < CM, //XII: letting 
s-0 we deduce from (iii) (as eA’xE DAz) that 
Conversely let 
IIAeA’xII d CM0 llxll, t > 0. 
C’ = sup (IAeA”xlJ < +a. 
., > 0 
For each t > 0 we obtain from (ii) 
Finally when x E DA we have sup,, o II AeA’xl( < MO (( Ax(l and so x E 8,. 
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(vi) If there exists lim,,, AeA’x = y then s -+ AeAsx is in L”(0, T; E) 
for each t > 0 and so from (ii) we get 
eA’x -x 
lim t -=Flioi j’ AeAsx ds = y. 
1-O 0 
Therefore from (iii) we deduce x E D,, Ax E z and y = Ax. Conversely if 
x E D, and Ax E% then lim,,, AeArx = lim,,, eAtAx = Ax by virtue of 
(i). As expected, if we consider the part of A in z we obtain the generator 
of a strong continuous analytic semigroup, which is the restriction of eAr 
(defined in Proposition 1.1) to z. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A oerifv (1.2) and define 
Eo=D, (with the norm of E) 
DA,= {xED~, AxeDA} 
A,: D,, c E, + E, 
A,x = Ax for XED~~. 
(1.6) 
Then A0 is the infinitesimal generator of a bounded analytic semigroup 
t + eAO’ in EO which is strongly continuous for t > 0. 
Moreover we have eA”‘x = eA1x for t > 0 and x E DA. 
Proof: To check that A, has the properties of the generator of the usual 
analytic semigroups (see, e.g., [ 123) let us note that &, = E. and if 
i E p(A) then il E p(A,) and R(1, A,) x = R(J, A) x for x E D,. This proves 
also the last statement of our theorem because when x E DA, eAorx and eAfx 
can be defined by means of the same Dunford integral. 
1.3 Intermediate Spaces 
In this section we define and study some intermediate spaces between D, 
and E: these spaces are extensively investigated in Butzer and Berens’s 
book [S] in connection with the approximation theory but proved to be 
very useful in the study of the regularity of the solutions of abstract 
parabolic equations (see, e.g., [S, 9, 16, 20, 211). These spaces could also 
be considered as real interpolation spaces (traces’ spaces or means’ spaces; 
see [7, 8, 21, 271) but for our purposes this identification is not indispen- 
sable and we will prove directly all the properties that we need without 
using the interpolation theory. Some proofs are an adaptation to our 
situation of the clear exposition given in [S] with minor changes but we 
prefer to write them for the sake of completeness and the reader’s con- 
venience. 
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Let us begin with the definition of the intermediate spaces D,(B, co) and 
DA0 
DEFINITION 1.4. For each 0 E 10, 1 [ we define the Banach space 
D,(B, co)= {xEE, ljxliO=sup I)t’-“AeA’xl( <co} 
r>o 
with norm 
llxll DA(fl,X) = llxll + IbIle 
and its subspace (see Proposition 1.5) 
DA(O)= {xcE, fi~otl~~AeA’x=O}. 
We will consider DA(e) as a Banach space with the norm of D,(0, co). 
Remark. The notation llxljs must not be confused with /fllN defined in 
Section 1.1: here x is an element of E while there f is a function with values 
in E. 
In Section 6 we will give some concrete examples of D, (8, co ) and D A( 0) 
when A is a linear partial differential operator of elliptic type and E is a 
space of continuous functions. In what follows we will prove the most 
important properties of D,(B, “3) and DA(e). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For each 8 E 10, l[ we have 
D, c DA(d) c D,(f3, a) CD,. 
Proof: If x E D, then lim, _ o t’ ~ ‘AeA’x = lim, _ o t’ ~ ‘eArAx = 0: this 
proves the first inclusion. The second one is a consequence of the estimate 
(1.7) 
which shows that t -+ t’-’ AeA’x is bounded in any interval [c, +cc [ with 
c > 0. Finally we have that 
because from (iii) of Proposition 1.2 we get for x E D,(8, cc ) and t > 0 
Now if we let t -+ 0 in (1.8) we obtain the last inclusion of our theorem. 
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It is important to note that D,(B, co) and D,(B) do not change if we 
substitute eA’ with its restriction to z: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. If A0 is defined as in (1.6) then DA&e, m) = DA(O, co) 
and DA,(e) = DA(O) (with identical norms). 
ProoJ As x~o,(e, co) implies XE D, (by virtue of Proposition 1.5) 
the conclusion is a consequence of Definition 1.4. 
The next proposition (together with Proposition 1.5) shows that 
D,(6, CU) and D,(0) are intermediate spaces between D, and E and that 
they decrease with the parameter 8: 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Zf 0-c 8, < 8, < 1 then 
and 
for XE DA(Q2, co). Moreover we have 
D, -D/J&co) c--+E 
and 
llxll DA(B,O?) G (MO + MI) lbll DA 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
for xED, and BE 10, l[. 
Proof: If xEDA(e2, co) we have 
hence x~D,(f?,); the inclusion D,(~,)c D,(B,, 00) was proved in 
Proposition 1.5. For each XE D,,,(@*, co) and s> 0 we get 
IJs’-eiAeAsxII =max{ sup s’-‘l IIAeASxjI, sups’-“I IIAeA”xl)} 
O<s<l s 2 1 
<max{ sup slee2 IIAeAsxIj,~ups~BIM, ljxll} 
O<s<l s>l 
x maxi ll~ll~,~ MI II-d > 
hence (1.9) because 
llxll D~(B,,~) < llxll + max{ IIXlle,, MI ll-4) G (1 +M~)(llXll + I/Xlle2)~ 
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On the other hand when x ED, we have for each 0 E 10, l[ 
II4 D,ce,ml = (IxI/ + sup IIs’ -@AeA”xll 
\ > 0 
6 /1x(1 + max{ sup II.r~‘eASAxII, sup .s’ -” IIAeA’xl( 1 
O<s<l s> 1 
6 llxll + max(Mo llA.4, MI llxll > 6 (MO + ~~)(llxll + iI4 1. 
We give now a characterization of DA(e) which motivates the introduc- 
tion in addition to D,(8, co) in the study of evolution equations. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Setting as in (1.5) DA,,= {xED~,AxE~} and 
denoting by B$, the closure of D,,, in D,(8, co) we have DBAO = DA(e). 
Proof. It is easy to prove that D,.,(0) is closed in D,(8, 03) hence 
B!&,c DA(e). If we prove that 
XED,(O)*~$~ IIeA’x-xIIDA,B,m,=O (1.11) 
then we can deduce also DA(e) CO;, because eArx E D,, for each t > 0 by 
virtue of (ii) of Proposition 1.1. Now if x E DA( 0) we have for each t > 0 
IleA’x - xl1 Da,O,xl < lleA’x - xl1 + sup j/s1 ~ @AeAs(eA’x - x)/l 
o<,<r 
+supIls’~“Ae”“(eA’x-x)11 
., z I 
< I(eA’x - xl/ + lIeA’- IIl,(,, sup IIs~-~A~?xII 
o<s<r 
+ I’ 
eAfx - XI/ 
t” 
sup II.rAeAVI~ c/‘(EJ. (1.12) 
.5 3 r 
As XE DA(e), given E > 0 there is 6, >O such that l/s’ -“.4eA”xll <E when 
0 <s f 6, choosing t < 6, from (ii) of Proposition 1.2 we deduce 
’ I/eA’x-xl1 < 
i’ 0 
l(AeA”xl( ds<& 1’~“~’ ds=f 
0 
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Now estimate (1.12) gives for 0 < t < 6, 
lleA’x - -4 DA(~,s) <~+(l+M,)E+MI; 
which proves ( 1.11). 
Remark. The converse of (1.11) is also true because DA(e) is closed in 
0,(0, co). Let us prove now some simple results which have important 
applications in the study of elliptic partial differential operators in spaces of 
holder continuous functions (see [ 161). 
The first result is an easy consequence of Definition 1.4. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Given 8 E 10, 1 [I, D,(0, 00) and DA(e) are invariantfor 
A”eA’ and R(;I, A) for each n E N, t>O, 1~p(A) and we have 
IIAneA*ll IP(~~w.~)) G lIAneA’ll~~E) (1.14), 
IIR(A A)lIsqDA(o,ca)) G IIW, A)lIw) (1.15) 
The next proposition gives a method for generating two families of 
semigroups (both depending on the parameter 8 E 10, l[) from a given 
analytic semigroup. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Setting for each 0~ 10, l[ 
o,(e+ I, OO)= (XED~, hEDAte, CO)} 
D,(e+ I)= {xaA, AxEDA( 
we have that the operator A, defined as 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
Al:DA(e+l, CD)d&(e, cO)+DA(e, Co) 
(1.18) 
A,x=Ax for xd,(e+ 1, CO) 
ver@es the assumption (1.2), therefore generates a bounded analytic 
semigroup in D,(& co), which is the restriction of eAr to DA(t?, co). 
In addition the operator A, defined as 
A,: DA(0 + 1) c DA(e) *DA(e) 
for xED,(B+ 1) A>x= Ax 
(1.19) 
generates a bounded analytic semigroup in D,(B), strongly continuous for 
t > 0 and which is the restriction of ear to DA(e). 
Proof. If I E p(A) it can be checked that I. E p( A,) and R(IZ, A 1) x = 
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R(l, A ) x for x E D,(6, co ): hence from ( 1.15) we deduce that A i verifies 
(1.2) and so generates a semigroup eAif which coincides with eat on 
D,(0, co) by virtue of formula (1.3). The second part of the proposition 
can be proved analogously by using also property ( 1.11). 
Remark. We have 
(1.20) 
In fact when x E D,, condition SUP,,~ IIt’ -‘AeArxllD, < co is equivalent to 
SUP,,~ Iltl-‘AeA’AxJj < co. In a similar way we can show that 
D,(8+ l)= {xED,, lim lit’- ‘AeA’xll,,=O). 
1-m 
(1.21) 
Now it is easy to check that the operator A’ defined as 
A’: D,z c D, + D, 
A’x = Ax for XED~Z 
(1.22) 
verifies (1.2); therefore (1.20) and (1.21) simply state that D,(6+ 1, co)= 
DAz(O, co) and D,J0 + 1) = DA,(e). 
In the next proposition we will examine how the norm of AneAt depends 
on t when it is considered as an operator between intermediate spaces and 
E. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Zf x E DA( 8, 00 ) then for n E N * and t > 0 we haoe 
lItn~BAneArxlI d Mn,8 llxllH (1.23)” 
where we have set 
Ml.8 = 1 and M,,e=n”pH(n- l)‘-“M,-, for n> 1. (1.24) 
Hence we have 
M?l8 
IIAneAtll~~Da(~,m),6) <$ for n>O 
Proof. When n > 1 we get from (iii)np, of Proposition 1.1 for t > 0 and 
xdw,4 
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from which comes (1.23), with n > 1; the case n = 1 is a consequence of 
Definition 1.4 and (1.25)0 follows from (1.14), because for x~D~(e, co) we 
deduce 
IleAr d IIeAt41 DA(B,rn) 6 MO IIXllD,~ce.m,. 
Finally (1.23 ), implies ( 1.25), . 
Remark. From ( 1.14), and (iii), of Proposition 1.1 we get for n E N * 
and t > 0 the estimate 
IIAneAfIl Y(D,(e.oo),E) G 9 (1.261, 
which is better than (1.25), when t -+ +co. 
It is interesting to observe that a result of Berens and Butzer [4] proves 
the converse of (1.8) (1.13), and (1.23); more precisely we have 
PROPOSITION 1.12. If x E E then the following properties hold: 
IkA’x - XII < co 
xEDA(& ~)Ol,xll;=sup te 
I>0 
eAtx - x -=o 
t40 te 
Proof: If x~D,(6, co), we deduce from (1.8) 
llxlls* + 
Conversely if I/x(1 ,$ < cc and t > 0 we get from (1.4) 
lItl-eAeArxll = l~tlBAeAt (+ ji (x-eAsx)ds+f ji eAsxds)ii 






<t-‘-eM, Ilxlls* [;seds+Mo llx,,,=(~+M”) Ilxll$ 
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hence 
llxll,+$+M,) IlxllN*. (1.32) 
In a similar way and by using also (1.11) we obtain property (1.28). To 
prove (1.29) let us suppose that l]xjl:* < co. From (iv)* of Proposition 1.1 
we have for t > 0 
hence 
As 
suP IJt’-eAeA’xlJ GM, IJxJj + 1 _ B J- IbIle**. 
o<t<1 
sup lIt’-eAea’xl( GM, (/x1( 
I>1 
we conclude that 
IIXIIB Q 2M, I/XII + 1 _ 8 -J- IlxllB* 
(1.33) 
(1.34) 
hence xeDA(Q, co). Conversely if XED,(& co) we get from (1.23)* 
IbIle** d22pem lIXIl8 (1.35) 
and so (1.29) is proved. 
Finally if x E DA(e) then for each t > 0 
Ijt2-‘A2eA’xII <2MI I(t’-BAeA”2xII 
and so lim,,, \I t2 - ‘A2eA’xI( = 0; the converse is proved by using the iden- 
tity 
s I AeA’x = AeAx + A2eASx ds t >o. 1 
(1.36) 
(1.37) 
andfor nE N* 
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Remark. Property (1.27) and estimates (1.31), (1.32) show that there is 
an isomorphism between D,(0, co) and a suitable class of interpolation 
spaces of Lions (see [ 151). 





IIAneAtll eY(D~(a,m),D~(~.cc 1) Q Mn+ ~,a max (f, &) (1.39), 
where M, + l,a is defined by (1.24). 




which holds for each t > 0 and y, E 3 0; in fact for n E N, t > 0, and x E E we 
obtain 
IjA”eArx(ID,ce,m,= I/AneAtx(j +sup I(.s~~A”+~~~(~+~)xII <$! llxlj 
SPO 
To prove (1.37) and (1.39),let us take xED,(a, co); by virtue of (1.23), 
and (1.40) we have for t > 0 and n E N 
M, 
1-e 
IiAneArXItD,,(e.mj <t" ibI/ + SUP 9po (S+:)n+l-r Mnt1.u IIxIIm 
+ II-4 +* II-d,. 
As Mn G M, + 1.a for n E N *, the result follows. 
409’107,‘1-3 
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PROPOSITION 1.14. For O<fI<cr<l and t>O we have 
lleA’ll Y(D,$(a,m I,DA(f?,or )) G Mcl( 1 + M, ) (1.41) 
and for nE N* 
IIA”eArll 9e(DA(a,m),D~(H,m)) 6 
MA1 +M,) 
t” 
lIAneA’II M’ w&B <n,a+ (D,4(Kar:),D~(O.Z1) 1 f-l fn-a+8 
where 
Mns, = 2” - aA4~M, c( and M~~e=2”+8-xM,M,~. . , (1.44), 
Let us observe that estimate (1.42), is better than (1.43), for t -+ +co. 
Proof: Let x~D,(a, co) and nE N. From (1.9) and (1.14), we obtain 
for t>O 
This implies (1.41) and (1.42),. To prove (1.43), we use (1.25), and (1.36) 
in the following way. 
and the conclusion follows. 
We want to conclude this section with the proof of the following fun- 
damental property of the spaces DA(O, cc): if B: D, c E + E is another 
operator in E which verities (1.2) then DA = D, implies 
D,(tI, co)zD,(8, co) and D,(e) =DB(f?). This property could be 
demonstrated by identifying D,(B, cc) with a traces’ space (see remark to 
Proposition 1.12), but we will give an independent proof in the next 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let A:D,cE-+E and B:DgcE-,E verijy (1.2). 
Then D, = D, implies D,(e, co)= DB(O, 00) and DA(e)= DB(0) for each 
eE 10, 1~. 
Proof. We can suppose that both A and B verify (1.2) with the same 
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constants I$ and i&l. Moreover there is no loss of generality if we assume 
that 0~p(A)n p(B): in fact it is easy to check that for each E > 0, also 
A, = A - EZ verify (1.2) and that D,,(& co) N D,(B, co) and DA(e) = D,,(e). 
By virtue of Proposition 1.3 we see that the known representation for- 
mula (see Theorem 11, p. 622 of [IO]) for R(A, A)x holds if Re 1” > 0 and 
XE~; hence for A>0 and x~D,(8, co) 
pA’AeA’~dt 
I 
,< JIx/I~,~ lotm epi’te-’ dt (1.45) 
where we have set 
I(XIIA,@= sup Ilt’-“/4eA’xlJ. 
r>o 
From (1.45) we obtain easily 




r(O) = [o+m e-‘te-’ dt 
is the Euler’s gamma function. By using the resolvent identity and (1.46) we 
get for each 1 E p(A) 
WV, A)xll= IlCl +(I4 -~)W, A)1 ~~(Pl, A).4 
6 (1 + 2w r(e) lIXIIA,B l~l-@. (1.47) 
By virtue of formula (1.3) and the Cauchy’s theorem we have for s > 0 
Ae”“[R(I, B) - R(1, A)] x dl 
(1.48) 
Now for A E S, we deduce from (1.47) 
llR(;l, B) x - R(2, A) x/I = llR(2, B)(BA -I -I) AR(L, A) x(1 
d~II~~-‘-~ll,~,,~~+~~~~~~~Il~ll.,,I~I-’~B 
(1.49) 
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hence from (1.48) 
lld ~ ‘BeBsxll < IIs l-*BeBSx-s’-BAeASx(I + IIsl-HAeAs~(I 
G (1 + ccc, 4 B)) lI4lA,O (1.50) 
with 
C(e,A,B)=(271)-‘M(1+2M)(IBA~‘-lI(,,,, r(e) 1 WI l-4 H I& w 
(1.51) 
This proves that x E D,(8, cc ) and 
II4 Ds(B,m) f (1 + CC& ‘4 B)) I/XllDa(e,m,; (1.52) 
the same conclusion holds if we change A with B and so 
D,(f3, co) N D,(B, co) for each (3 E 10, 1 [. From Proposition 1.8 we deduce 
that DA(e) is the closure of D, in D,(6), co) and so DA(e) = D,(e). 
2. STRICT, CLASSICAL, AND MILD SOLUTIONS 




In addition to (1.2) we shall always suppose that f~ C(0, T, E). With the 
notation introduced in Section 1.1 we give the following definitions for each 
T> 0: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function z4E C(0, T;E) n C’(O+, T;E) n C(O+, T;D,) 
such that (2.1), holds for each t E 10, T] is called a classical solution of (2.1) 
in [0, T]. 
This definition is usual when A generates an analytic semigroup and f is 
continuous (see, e.g., [ 123, p. 4911. A more restrictive definition is the next 
one: 
DEFINITION 2.2. A function u E C’(0, T; E) n C(0, T; DA) such that (2.1) 
holds for each TV [0, T] is called a strict solution of (2.1) in [0, T]. 
In the remainder of this section we will derive some necessary conditions 
for the existence of classical or strict solutions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf u is a classical solution of (2.1) in [0, T] then 
u(0) EF/l 
U’(f)Elq, O<t,<T. 
If u is a strict solution of (2.1) in [0, T], we have also 
40) E DA 
u’(0) = Au(O) +f(O) EZ. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Proof It is a simple consequence of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
The well know representation formula for the solution of (2.1) (see, e.g., 
[ 121, p. 486) can be proved also in the case z # E: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If u is a classical solution of (2.1) then for each 
tE CO, Tl 
u(t)=eA’+(eA *f)(t) (2.4) 
where we have set 
(e” *f )(t)=jl e A(rp”)f(s) ds = Ji eAy(t - s) ds. (2.5) 
Therefore the classical or strict solution of (2.1) is unique and we have the 
estimate 
IlUll c(o,T;;E) G MO T Ilf II c(o,T;E) + MO l/-d. (2.6) 
Proof: Let u be a classical solution of (2.1) in [0, T] and fix t E 10, T]. 
As u(t) ED, we deduce from Proposition 1.1 that the function 
v(s) = e A(r-.\)U(S), O<s<t 
belongs to C(0, t; E) and that for SE 10, t[ there exists 
v’(s) = e A(t--“)u~(S)--eA(I-S)U(S)=eA(f~Slf(S) 
Therefore if 0 < 2s < t we get 
u(t--E) - U(E) = j--’ ~A-~lf(s) ds 
i. 
and for s-0 
v(t) = v(0) + j,’ eA(‘-‘lf(s) ds 
which coincides with (2.4): from this, estimate (2.6) follows easily. 
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The preceding result suggests the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.5. Zf f~ C(0, T; E) and x E% then the function defined 
by (2.4) is called the mild solution of (2.1) in [0, T]. 
The condition x E z is given to guarantee that the mild solution is con- 
tinuous up to t = 0. Further properties of the mild solution will be proved 
in the next section. 
In what follows we want to demonstrate some embedding results which 
will be used in the study of the regularity of the solutions. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Given T> 0 and y E 10, 1[ we have for each E E 10, y[ 
P(0, T; E) n g(O, T; D,(y, m)) 4 c”(0, T; D,(y - E)) (2.7) 
andfor each UE Ci’(O, T; E)nB(O, T, D,(y, 00)) 
In addition 
h”(0, T; E) n C(0, T; D,(y, co) c h”(0, T; D,(y -e)). (2.9) 
Proof If UE cY(0, T; E)n a(O, T; D,(y, co)) then obviously u(t) E 
D,(y - E) for t E [0, T] and E E 10, y[. Moreover when 0 < t < t + h d T we 
have 
IIMt + h) - u(f)ll DA(‘/--El 
f (lu(t+h)-u(t)11 +max{sup Ijsl-Y+EAeAS[u(t+h)- 
sch 
sup l/.~-~+‘Ae~~[~(t + h) - u(t)]\1 ). 
J>h 
< IlullYh’+max{hEsup Ils'-yAeA"[~(t+h)-~(t)]I/, 
s<h 
hE-“M, Ilu(t+h)-u(t)lJ} 
G ll4, TYeehCmax( SUP IM~)ll,~ MI II4,> h” 
O<f<T 
u(f)1 II3 
hence u E C&(0, r; D,(y - E)) and by using (1.9) we get 
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l141c”(o,T;DA(y-E)) = sup l14011D.&-E) + sup 
llu(t+h) - U(~)llD.4(Y-c) 
OQIGT 1,1+ h[O.T] h” 
G (1 +M,) SUP lI4t)llD,,,,+ l/41i. p-” 
O<ST 
From this we easily deduce (2.9). 
With computations similar to those made at the beginning of this proof 
(2.8) can be demonstrated also. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Given T> 0 we have for each 8 E 10, 1 [ 
Lip(0, T; E) n B(0, T; DA) 4 C’-“(0, T; DA(e)) 
and for each u E Lip(0, T; E) n B(O, T; DA) 
(2.10) 
II4 C’~“(0.T;DA(8)) -. <(3M0+2M1+ PI max(Il~ll~ip~O,~~~~, ~I~wo.T.;D~~)~ (2.11) 
In addition 
C’(0, T; E) n C(0, T; DA) c h’-‘(0, T; D/,(0)). (2.12) 
Proof: Let uELip(O,T,E)n~(O,T;D,). As for O<t<t+h<T we 
have 
IIu(t + h) - 4t)ll DA(e) 
= Ilu(t+h)-u(t)ll +max{ggt I~sl~e~e~~[u(t+h)-u(t)lIl, 
sup ll.spOAeAs. [u(t+h)-u(t)ll} 
s > h 
6 IIuI(~ h+max{hl-OMo IIAu(t+h)--Au(t)ll, 
sues-% /I411 h1 
< Ilull F%-0+max{2~o sup lLWt)ll, MI 11411) h’-’ 
O<r<T 
we get UE Cl-‘(0, T; DA(Q). Estimate (2.11) can be proved as (2.8) by 
using (1.10) instead of (1.9). 
To demonstrate inclusion (2.12) let us choose ZJ E C’(0, T; E) n 
C(0, T; DA). As the range of U’ is a compact subset of z (see Proposition 
2.3) we deduce from (i) of Proposition 1.2 that given E> 0 there exists 
6 =8(s) such that, setting ~~(t)=e’%(t) we have 
lb’(t) - 4(t)ll < EY Vt[O, T-J. (2.13) 
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NowforObt<t+hfT 
ll4t + h) - u(t)11 DA(e) IIs’-%‘%[u(t+h)-u(t)]I) 
A’-” 
~ II4t + h) - 4t)ll + sup 
Al-6 s < h Al-6 
+ sup lb’ ~ HAeASC4t + h) - u(t)1 II 
.\ > h h’-6 
The first term goes to zero as h -+ 0 because UE C’(0, T; E): the same is 
true for the second term because Au E C(0, T; E). In addition the last term 
is less than 
sup II 
+%““[u(t+h)-u(t)-u,(t+h)+~~(t)Jjj 
.Y > h 
h’-6 
+ sup Ils’-e~eAslIu~(t + h) - dt)lll 
sbh 
Q sup he-’ 
s>h 
and hence goes to zero as h -+ 0 by virtue of (2.13) and because u6 E 
C’(0, T; D,)c h’-e(O, T; DA(Q). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let T> 0 and 0 < 8, < 8,: if u E C(0, r; E) n 
S?(O, T; DA(e2, 03) then u E C(0, T; oA(el)). 
Proof. Given E > 0, let 6 = 8(c) such that 
(2.14) 
then for O<t, t+h%Twe have u(t)ED,(e,) and 
IIdt + h) - 4t)ll DA(o,) 
< Ilu(t +h)-u(t)(l + sup ~I~‘~~~Ae~‘[u(t+ h)-u(t)]I( 
O<.S<6 
+ sup Il~‘-“~Ae~~[u(t + h) - u(t)]\1 
r>d 
d IIu(t+h)-u(t)11 + sup sHzpH1 Ils1p”2AeAs[u(t+h)-u(t)](( 
O<A<ii 
+$ IIu(t+h)-u(t)ll 
< llu(t+h)-u(t)11 +6ezpe’ llu(t+h)-u(t)lIc+2+$ llu(t+h)-4t)ll. 
From this and (2.14) we get the conclusion. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF THE MILD SOLUTION 
As we suppose f E C(0, T; E) and XE~ we know that the mild solution 
u (given by formula (2.4)) belongs to C(0, T; E): we will see that this 
solution is in fact more regular. To show this we will study separately the 
terms eA’.x and eA *f: 
THEOREM 3.1. Setting for x E E and t b 0 
uo( t) = eA’x 
we have for each T > 0 and k E N 
(3.1) 
In addition 
u,, E 9?(0, T; E) n Ck(O + T; D, k). (3.2) 
(a)$ x~x then zq,~ C(0, T; E) and is the classical solution of the 
problem 
u’(t) = Au(t) 
(3.3) 
u(0) =x; 
(b) if XED,(Y, ~0) then u. E Cy(O, T; E) n LB(O, T, D,(y, 00) n 
C&(0, T; DA(y - ~)for each EE 10, y[ and we have 
ll~oll”Q(o,T:DA(y.co)) < MOIl-41?4(,,zc)~ (3.5) 
(cl if xeD,&) then a0 E hY(O, T; E) n C(O,T; D,(y)) n h”(0, T; 
D,(y-~))foreach EE]O,~[; 
(d) ifx~ D, then zq,E Lip(0, r; E) ng(O, T; DA) n C’-‘(0, T; DA(B)) 
for each 6’ G 10, 1[; 
(e) if XED, (see (1.6)) then uO~C’(O,T;E)nC(O,T;D,)n 
h’ ~ “(0, T, DA(e)) for each 6’ E 10 1 [. Moreover u0 is a strict solution of (3.3) 
and u;(t) = eA’Ax for each t > 0. 
Remark. It is interesting to note that the converse of some implications 
written above are valid. More precisely we easily deduce from Proposition 
1.12 and (iii) of Proposition 1.2 that (for T>O fixed) 
(f) if ZQ,EC’(O, cl?) then x~D,(y, co); 
(g) if u0 E hy(O, T; E) then x E D,(y); 
(h) if u0 E C’(0, T; E) or u,, E C(0, T; DA) then x E D,,. 
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Proqf: Equation (3.2) and (a) are easy consequences of Proposition 1.1 
and 1.2. To prove (b) let us choose x E D,(y, 00): from (1.4) we get for 
o<t<t+hbT 
Ile A(‘+h)~-eA’~ll= j,‘+i’AeA’rds~~ ~lixll.;j’+“s’~‘ds~l~x,,,~ (3.6) 
r 
hence u0 E c7(0, T, E) and (3.4) holds. From Proposition 1.9 we deduce 
also u,ES?(O, T; D,(8, co)) and (3.5); finally USE C’(O) T; DA(y -E)) 
V.s E 10, y[ by virtue of (2.7). The proof of (c) is a simple consequence of 
(l.ll), (1.13), and (2.9). Finally let us demonstrate (d) and (e): if XE D, 
then from (v) of Proposition 1.2 we deduce USE Lip(0, T, E) while 
u,~g(O, T, DA) is a consequence of 
Auo( t) = eArAx (3.7) 
which is true for t 20. From (2.10) we obtain also USE C’ -“(O, T, DA(e)) 
for each 0 E 10, 1 [ and (d) is proved; if in addition Ax 6% we get from 
(3.7) 
lim z&(t) = lim Au,(t) = eA’Ax. 
1-O IdO 
This implies easily that u. is a strict solution of (3.3). The inclusion 
uo~h’-‘(O, T; DA(@)) f or each 6 E 10, l] is a consequence of (2.12). 
Let us examine now the properties of the convolution of the semigroup 
e ” with a continuous function: they are investigated in the next two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given fc C(0, T; E) and setting 
u,(t)=J’ e A(r-‘lf(s) ds Odt6T (3.8) 
0 
we have that 
u, E C’-“(0, T; DA(Q)) WE]O, l[. (3.9) 
And so 
u, E h’(0, T; E) n C(0, r; DA(@) VBE]O, l[. (3.10) 
Moreover 
bill c’-“(o,T;D”(e)) G Cl llfll C(0,T.E) (3.11) 
I/u, II hqo,T;E) G c2 llfll C(O,i-E) (3.12) 
114 II C(O,7YJ”(B)) G c3 IV-II C(O,T;E) (3.13) 
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where C,, Cz, C, depend on 8, T, M,, 44, and C, also on M2 (see 
(3.15)-(3.17) below). 
PROOF. Let us observe that s + eA.‘f(t -s) belongs to L’(0, t; DA(e)) for 
each t E 10, T] and we have by virtue of (1.36) 
< MOT+ 
( 
/$ +wT Il.f(~Nl.. (3.14) 
. . 
TfO<t<t+hdTwededucefrom (1.38),and (1.36) 
llu,(t + h) - u,(t)ll,,(e, 
+M,,h+ $j “‘“i,~;;, Ilf(t)ll. 
. . 
As 
r & [t1-U+h1-8-(t+h)1-R,<hl-R 
e(i -e) 
we conclude that 
llU,(t+h)-ul(f)llDA(e,~ M;l~~e~+bfor*++$ 1 h1-e sup Ilf(t)ll. O<lST 




M2 l+B+T’-@ +e(l-e). (3.15) 
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From (3.14) we get also (3.13) with 
C,=M,T+s T’-‘. (3.16) 
To prove (3.12) one could use (3.11) and the obvious inclusion 
C’(0, T; E) 4 C’(0, c DA( 1 - 0) but we want to find C3, in (3.12) such 
that lim 7 _ 0 C3 = 0; to this purpose we can proceed as above and obtain 
forO$t<t+h<T 
‘Ae”y(s)dr ds+ jh IleA3f(t+h-s)ll ds11 o 
6 D 0 ‘Ml 0 r ‘+h-A r-l dr) ds+ M,h] ,wi, Ilf‘(t)ll. - 5 











+M,T’-” he. sup llf(t)ll 
1 OLl<T 
which gives (3.12) with 
Ml C,= M,T+ MOT’-“+--- 
O(l -e) 
T’ 8. (3.17) 
Remark 1. In the case z = E, the inclusion u1 E C’(0, T; E) is well 
known (see [ll, p. 132) while ur E C(0, r; D,(& co)) was proved in [7]. 
For an application of the sharper property (3.9) to semilinear equations see 
WI. 
Remark 2. If we replace in the last theorem C(0, T; E) with 
L”(0, T; E) the conclusion remains true, as the proof given above easily 
shows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zffe C(0, T, DA) then eA *f E h’ ~ “(0, T; D,(B))for each 
8 E 10, l[. 
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ProoJ: For gE C’(0, T, DA) we have A(@ * g) =eA * Ag: hence from 
(3.10) we deduce that for each 8~ 10, l[ we have eA * g, A(@ * g) E 
h’-‘(0, T;E); therefore eA*gEhl-‘(O, T,D,)ch’-‘(0, T,D,(8)). Now 
given f E C(0, T, DA) from estimate (3.11) we get 
As C’(0, T; DA) is dense in C(0, T, DA) and h’-‘(0, T, DA(e)) is closed in 
C’-‘(0,T; DA(@)) we easily get the conclusion. 
Now we are able to give the properties of the mild solution when f 
belongs to C(0, T; E) and x to various spaces, intermediate between E and 
D,, by a simple application of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f E C(0, T; E), x E z, and u be the mild solution of 
(2.1). We haue 
UEC’-‘(O+, T, DA(Q) for each 0 E 10, 1 [. (3.18) 
If moreover 
(a) x E D,(y, 00) then u E C7(0, T; E) n a(O, T; D,(y, co)) n C&(0, T; 
DA(Y -&)I v’EE lo, Y[? 
(b) x E D,(y) then u E hY(O, T; E) n C(0, T; D,(y)) n h&(0, T; DA(y -&) 
VE E 10, y[, and 
(c) xeD, then UEC’-‘(0, T;D,(e)) VBE]O, l[. 
Let us suppose f E C(0, T; DA): then $ xei& we have 
uEh’-O(O+, T; DA(e)) for each 8~10, l[ (3.19) 
and if x E D,, 
uEh’-‘(0, c DA(e)) for each 0~10, l[. (3.20) 
Proof: The mild solution u of (2.1) can be written as U= uo+ u1 where 
u. is given by (3.1) and u1 by (3.8). Therefore (3.18) follows from (iv)k of 
Proposition 1.2 and (3.9); properties (a) and (b) are a consequence of 
theorem 3.1, (3.10), (2.7), and (2.9); to obtain (c) it is sufficient to use 
Theorem 3.1 and (3.9). Finally Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 prove (3.19) and 
(3.20). 
4. TIME REGULARITY 
In this section we require some regularity on the dependence of f on 
time t in order to prove the existence of a classical solution of problem 
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(2.1): to this end we need the following preliminary result which is relative 
to the case x =f(O) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let j E IO, 1 [. If f~ Cg(0, T; E) there exist for each 
te CO, Tl 
A(eA *f)(t)= j; Ae A”-“‘[f(s)-f(t)] ds+eA’f(t)-f(t) (4.1) 
(e” *f)’ (t) = ji Ae A”-S)[f(s)-f(t)] ds+eAff(t) (4.2) 
and so eA * f verifies (2.1) (with x = 0) for each t E [0, T]. Moreover 
(e” *f )‘, A(eA *f)E Cg(0, T; E) (4.3) 
lIeA *f 1’ II d'(O,T;E) 6 c‘l llf II/l (4.4) 
IIA(eA *f NC/~,0,T.E,G(C4+ T’+ 1) llf lIB (4.5) 
where C4 depends on fl, T, MO, Ml, and M, (see (4.24) below). 
In addition we have 
fEh{(O, T;E)-(eA*f)‘, A(eA *.f ) E h{(O, T; E). (4.6) 
ProoJ Setting for t E [0, T] 
w(t) = (e” *f)(t) = wl(t) + wZ(t) 
with 
A+s)[ f(s) -f(t)] ds 
““-Sy(t)ds=ji e”“f(t)ds 
we shall prove that w,(t), wZ(t) E D,. This fact is obvious when t = 0. 
Moreover as we have for 0 <s < t 
IlAe A”-STfL+ff(t)llI GM, llfllp (t-e 
we deduce that w,(t) E DA also for t E 10, r] and 
Aw,(t)=ii AeA”-“‘[f(s)-f(t)]ds (4.7) 
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therefore 
IIAw,(t)ll 6 M,P- ‘TP llfllp (4.8) 
From (ii) of Proposition 1.2 we know that w,(l) ED, and 
Aw2(f) = eAy(t) -f(t). (4.9) 
By using also (4.7) we get (4.1); now (by using the assumption f‘(0) = 0) we 
deduce from (4.9) 
IMdf)ll <(MCI+ 1) llflla Tb. 
This, together with (4.8) gives 
(4.10) 
sup IIA(eA*.f)(t)ll 6 (1 +Mo+M,B-‘) Tp llfl18. (4.11) 
O<lC 7- 
Let us prove that w verities 
w’(t) = Aw(t) + f(t), O<t<T. (4.12) 
To this and let us fix 6 E 10, T[ and define in the interval [S, T] a family of 
functions w,, depending on the parameter E E IO, S[: 
A”-‘)f(~) ds = 1’ eASf(t -s) ds, J<t,<T. (4.13) 
c 
It is easy to check that lim,,, w,(t) = w(t) for 6 < t Q T and that 
W, E C’(6, T; E) with derivative given by 




= @f(t - E) + AeA(‘-“) 
0 
[f(s)-f(t)] ds+ ji-’ AeA(‘-‘)f(t) ds 
I 
f--E 
=eAEf(t-&)+ AeAcJes) [f(s)-f(t)] ds-eA”f(t)+eA’f(t). 
0 
From this and (4.1) we get for t E [S, T] 
ll4(t)-~~(~)-f(~)ll 6 lleAEll~e(E) ILOt-&)-f(t)11 
+M, llfllo jr (t-~)~‘~ ds 
f--E 
which implies lim, _ 0 w:(t) = Aw(t) +f(t) uniformly for t E [S, T]. In this 
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way we have shown that w’, Aw E C(O+, T; E) and that (4.12) holds in 
10, T], but, as we can easily deduce from (4.1) and the assumption f(0) = 0 
that Aw is continuous also in t = 0, we have demonstrated (4.12) for each 
t E [0, T]. Obviously from (4.1) and (4.12) we obtain also (4.2). 
Let us prove now that Aw, and Aw, belong to C?(O; T, E). The result 
concerning Aw, can be obtained by following the lines of a Kato’s proof 
(see Lemma 1.28) of [ 123): let us write for 0 < t < t + h < T 
w,(t + h) - WI(t) = u,(t, h) + u,(t, h) + u,(t, h) (4.14) 
where we have set 
u,(t, A) = j; c~A(‘- s+h) -A”-“‘][f(s)-f(t)] ds 
““~“+“‘[f(t)-f(t+h)] ds 
o,(t, II)=~,‘+~ e”“~“‘“‘[f(s)-f(t+h)] ds. 
Now u,(t, h) E D, because for 0 < s < t 
IlACe A(r-s+h) -eA”~~‘lCf(s)-f(t)ll 6 !~j;~:+hA2e”‘dr~~~~~,,lIllpjl-~)B 
~M,lIfllp(t--)B-‘(r--++)-‘h 
and so 
IIAo,(t, h)ll GM2 llfsh” s,:r‘ (s+ 1)-i sfl-i ds. (4.15) 
In addition we know from (ii) of Proposition 1.2 that u,(t, h) E D, and 
Au,( t, h) = eA(‘+h) [f(t)-f(t+h)l-eAhCf(f)-f(t+h)l 
from which 
II AQ(C h)ll G 2Mo llfllp ha. (4.16) 
Finally, as for s E [t, t + h] 
II Ae ““~“+“‘Cf(s)-f(t+h)lII G(t-sy;)l-” llfllp 
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we have v,(t, h) E D, and 
lMv,(t> h)ll 6 M, llfllp B-‘h’. 
From (4.14)-(4.17) we deduce that Aw, E C”(O, T; E) and that 
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(4.17) 
lIAw,(t + h) - Aw,(t)ll 
< M2 
( j 
0+X (s+ l))‘.+ ds+2M,,+M,/Y’ llfllah” 
) 
(4.18) 
for 0 < t, t + h < T. 
Let us examine now +(t) = jr, e”“f(t) ds. From (ii) of Proposition 1.2 we 
deduce that wZ(t) E D, and 
At+(t) = eAy(t) -f(t). (4.19) 
This implies Aw, E C(0, r; E) because f(0) = 0: using again this assumption 
wehaveforO<t<t+h<T 
II e acr+h)f(t+h)-eA’f(t)ll 
6 Ile ““+h)[f(t+h)-f(t)]ll + ll(e”“+h’-eA’)f(t)ll 
6 MO llfllp hp + [,I+’ AeAs dsii 
II 
Ilf 118 tB 
P(E) 
Moha+M,tB j”is-‘d\)4,1/,l,(M,hR+M, j;+‘d-‘ds) 
, 
hence 
lie ““‘“)f(t+h)-eA’f(t)ll < [IflIp (Mo+M,pp’)hfi. (4.20) 
Now (4.19) and (4.20) imply for O<tct+h<T 
IMMt + h) - AMt)ll G Ile ““‘h’f(t+h)-eA’f(t)ll + ilf(t+h)-f(t)11 
eIlflla(~o+M,P-‘+l)hS (4.21) 
and so AWN E Cp(O, T; E). 
From (4.18) and (4.21) we can conclude that A(eA *f) E C?(O, T, E) and 
that 
1+3M,+2M,P~‘+M,~0+E (s+l))‘s”-Ids) Ilfllp. 
(4.22) 
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By virtue of (4.12) we deduce also that (e” *f)‘~ C”(O, T; E). From (4.2) 
and (4.7) we have 
(d *f)’ (t)= Aw,(t) + e”‘f(t) O<t<T 
and so (4.8), (4.18), and (4.20) imply 
II (eA * f )‘II CII(O,~,~) 
d(Mlp-‘TB+MoTP+M, j+’ (s+ l)-‘sP-‘ds+3M,+2M,8-‘) llfll,p 
0 
(4.23) 
In conclusion we get (4.4) and from (4.11), (4.22) also (4.5) by setting 
C,=Mo(3+TB)+M,~p’(2+TB)+M, jo+m(s+l)-lsP-ldr. (4.24) 
Suppose now f E h&O, T; E): for each g E CA(O, r; E) we deduce from (4.4) 
INe” *f )’ - (e” * d’llc~~o,T,E) 6 c4 llf-g/lca(o,T,E)~ (4.25) 
As later we will prove that (e” * g)‘= eA *g’ (see (4.26)) from (3.10) we 
deduce 
(eA * g)’ E h{(O, T, E). 
As Ch(O, T; E) is dense in I&O, T; E) and hP(O, T; E) is closed in 
C@(O, T; E) from (4.25) we obtain that (e” *f)‘~h~(O, T; E); by virtue of 
4.12, property (4.6) is completely proved. 
Remark. Property (4.3) was demonstrated with different methods in 
c71. 
In the next proposition we want to prove that when f is continuously 
differentiable we have some useful representation formulas for A(eA *f) 
and (eA * f )’ in addition to (4.1) and (4.2): they are known when z = E 
even if eAt is a Co-semigroup (see [ 123). 
THEOREM 4.2. If f E C’(0, T; E) we have 
A(eA*f)(t)=(eA*f’)(t)+eA’f(0)-f(t) O<t<T (4.26) 
(eA*f)‘(t)=(eA*f’)(t)+eA’f(0) O<t<T. (4.27) 
The last formula is true also for t = 0 if and only if f (0) E x. 
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Proof: Let us prove that if f E C’(0, T, E) then for each t E [0, T] 
s 
I 
eA'r-.dfyS)ds= j' AeA'f-") rfw -f(t)] ds + eA’[fw -fm. (4.28) 
0 0 
In fact, if 0 < E < t < T, the function g(s) = eA”-“‘[f(s) -f(t)] belongs to 
C’(0, t-8; E) and we have for s E [0, t-c] 
g’(s) = -AeA”-s)[f(S) -f(t)] + eA’t-3)f’(S). 
Integrating both sides from 0 to t-8 and letting E + 0 we obtain (4.28). 
Now if we apply formula (4.2) by replacing the function f with 
t -+f(t) -f(O) and use (4.28) we get for 0 6 t < T 
d 1 
zo i 
eA”-‘)[f(s) -f(O)] ds = ji eA(‘-“lf’(.s) ds. (4.29) 
As (d/dt) J’& e A(‘--.v)f(0) ds = eA’f(0) for 0 < t d T and also for t = 0 if and 
only if f(0) EE (see (iv) of Proposition 1.2) we deduce (4.27). 
To prove (4.26) we can suppose t E 10, T]: if we use again formulas (4.1) 
and (4.2) with f replaced by f(.) -f(O) we get for 0 < t d T 
d t 
Z, s 
eA”-“‘[f(s) -f(O)] ds = A 1: eA”-“‘[f(s) -f(O)] ds +f(t) -f(O) 
hence by using Proposition 1.2 
d 1 
Z, 5 
eA”-‘)f(s) ds = A ji e ““-“‘f(s) ds - eA’f(0) +f(t). 
From this and (4.27) we obtain (4.26). 
In the next theorem we want to show that the time-regularity off implies 
a space-regularity for the derivative of eA *f in the sense that (e” * f )‘(t) 
belongs to an intermediate space between D, and E. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 0 c p < 1. For each f E C#(O, T; E) we have 
(e”*f )‘Eg(‘A T;D,(B, ~)nCYO, i”,D,(b-~)) V’E E 10, p[ (4.30) 
and 
II(eA*f)‘ll ge(0.r DA’B.rn) G c5 llfllp (4.31) 
where C5 depends on j?, T, MO, M, and M,(see (4.35) below). 
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Jf in addition f E hg(O, T; E) then 
(e” * f 1’ E C(O, T, DA(P)) n h’:(O, R DAM - e)) VE E 10, j?[. (4.32) 
Proof If f E C[(O, T, E) we know from Theorem 4.1 that (eA * ,f )’ exists 
and is given by formula (4.2). Now for each t E [0, T] and r > 0 we have 
from (1.40) 
;rl SAeA’ 1: Ae A"p"'[,f(s) - f(t)] ds + r’-l’AeA’eAy(t) 
By virtue of (4.2), this proves that (e” * f )’ E a(O, T; DA(/3, cc ) and 
sup ll(@*f’)’ (t)lls< M2 jt*’ & dJ+M,) llfIIs. (4.33) 
O< <T i 
Proceeding as in the proof of (4.23) we get 
ll~~A*f~'~~~l16~~o+~~B~~1~~B Ilfll~. 
Now (4.33 and (4.34) imply (4.31) if we set 
(4.34) 
C,=M,T”+M,(I +/Y’Tl’)+M, j.j+-E & ds. (4.35) 
To prove that (eA *f )' E CE(0, T; DA(fl - E)) for each E E 10, p[ it is suf- 
ficient to use (4.3) and (2.7). 
Let us demonstrate now property (4.32). To this end let us first observe 
that when g E CA(O, T, E) we get from (4.26) and (3.10) 
(e” * g)’ = eA * g’ E C(0, T, DA(P)). 
Therefore if f E h{(O, T, E) from (4.31) we obtain 
(4.36) 
11 teA * f 1' - teA * g)‘l~.la(0,RD4(,J.z )) G c5 ilf - g/l Cd(O,7‘:E). (4.37) 
With this estimate it is easy now to prove that (e” *f )'E C(0, T; DA(b)) 
by using the fact that CA(O, T; E) is dense in h{(O, T; E) and C(0, T; DA(B)) 
is closed in @(O, T; DA(& co). Finally (e” *f )‘E h&(0, T, DA@-&)) from 
(4.6) and (2.9). 
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We can study now problem (2.1) under the conditions f~ CB(O, T, E) 
and XE%. We will see that in this case the existence of the classical 
solution is assured together with other regularity properties. 
THEOREM 4.4. When f E CB(O, T; E) (0 < /I < 1) and x E z, problem 
(2.1) has a classical solution u such that 
u’E@(O+, T;E)nS#(O+, r;DA(j3, co)nC”(O+, T;DA(P-E)), VSE]O,P[ 
(4.38) 
AUE C”(O+, T; E) (4.39) 
and for each t E 10, T] 
u’(t)=AeA’x+e”~(t)+~~ AeA”-“‘[f(s)-f(t)] ds. (4.40) 
If in addition f E hP(O, T, E) then we have also 
u’Eha(O+, T; E)nC(O+, T, DAB)) n h”(O+, T, DAB - ~11, v.2 E IO, PC. 
(4.41) 
Moreover the following additional properties of u hold: 
x E D,(y, co) =+ u E Cy(O, T; E) n G?(O, T; D,(y, co)) n CE(0, T; D,(y - E)) 
VE E 10, y [ (4.42) 
XE D,(Y) * u E hY(O, T; E) n W, T, D,(Y)) n W, T, D,(y - ~1) 
V&E 10, y[ (4.43) 
XE&*UEL~~(O, T;E)n@(O, T;D,)nC’-‘(0, T;D,(e)) 
tree 10, l[. (4.44) 





and the solution u2 of 
Ut)=AU*(t)+f(O) 
u2(0) = x. 
(4.46) 
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From Theorem 4.1 and 4.3 we know that (4.45) has a strict 
u1 = eA * (f(.) -f(O)) such that 
u; E C”(0, T, E) n S(O, T; D/,(fi, M)) 
Au, E cqo, T; E) 
when f~ C”(0, T, E) and such that 
u; ~h~(0 T E)nC(O > 9 T DA(P)) 3 > 
Au, E h”(0, T, E) 
when f E h”(0, r, E). From (4.2) we deduce also for 0 < t < T 
u;(t) = ’ AeA(’ -5) 
l [f(s) -,f(t)] ds + e”y(t) - eA’f(0). 0 
On the other hand, one easily verifies that 
s 
1 
u2( t) = eA’x + eAsf(0) ds 
0 
is the classical solution of (4.46) and for 0 < t d T 









Now it is easy to conclude that u = u1 + u2 is a classical solution of (2.1) 
verifying (4.38)-(4.40) (and also (4.41) in the case ,f~ hP(O, T, E)) by means 
of (2.7) and (2.9) too. 
Finally to prove (4.42)-(4.44) it is sufficient to observe that if 
x E D,(y, co) then t --t eArx belongs to the space 
c7(0, T; E)nB(O, r; D,(y, cc)) (4.54) 
by virtue of (b) of Theorem 3.1. The same can be said about the function 
t + fk eASf(0) ds because it belongs to Lip(0, T; E) n S?(O, T, DA) (see 
Proposition 1.2); as ur E C’(0, T, E) n C(0, T, DA) we conclude that (4.42) 
holds. Properties (4.43) and (4.44) are proved analogously by using (c) and 
(d) of Theorem 3.1. 
We have noted in (2.3) that for the existence of the strict solution of (2.1) 
we must take x E DA and AX +f(O) 6%: in the next theorem we show that 
if ,f~ C”(0, T, E) this condition is also sufficient; we give also a necessary 
and sufftcient condition to obtain a maximal regularity result in 
C”(O, T; E), i.e., to assure that also U’ E C”(O, T, E). 
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THEOREM 4.5. Zf fe@(O, r;E) (O<fi<l), XED~, and Ax+ 
f(0) ED,, problem (2.1) has u strict solution u such that for each t E [0, T] 
u’(t) = eAr(Ax +f(t)) + Ji AeA(r-“)[f(s) -f(t)] A. (4.55) 
Moreover when 
XED, and Ax+f(o)~D,& a) (4.56) 
we have also 
u’ E C”(0, F, E) n c!B(O, T; D,,(l, 0~) n c”(0, T, DA(fi - E)) VE E IO, BE 
(4.57) 
Au E C”(0. T; E) (4.58) 
and 
llu’ll c~~(o,T,s) d C4 llfllB + max(M,, BP ‘) IlAx +fKJ)ll Da(/r,sj (4.59) 
l141J(0.T:DA(/?,m) G c5 llfll ,j + MO IlAx + .m)ll D4l/Lrn) (4.60) 
II4lcsco.~:~, 6 CC, + T’ + 1) llfll,~ + llf(~)ll 
+max(Mo, B-‘llAx+S(0)l/n,c8.;o, (4.61) 
where C, and C, are defined 6-v (4.24) and (4.35), respectively. When 
fE@(O, CE) and 
XED, and Ax +f(O) E DAB) (4.62) 
then 
u’ E h”(O, T, E) n C(0, T, DA(P)) n h”(0, T, DA@ - E)) 
Au E hp(O, T, E). 
VE E 10, /3[ (4.63) 
(4.64) 
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of the preceding theorem. 
When x E D, and Ax +f(O) E z we deduce from (4.53) that U, is a strict 
solution of (4.46) and for 0 <t < T 
u;(t) = eA’(Ax +f(O)). (4.65) 
On the other hand u1 is a strict solution of (4.45); therefore u is a strict 
solution of (2.1) and we get also (4.55) as a consequence of (4.51) and 
(4.65). Now, by taking (4.47) and (4.48) into account, it is easy to deduce 
from (4.65), Theorem 3.1, and (2.7) that condition (4.56) implies (4.57) and 
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(4.58). Similarly by virtue of (4.49) and (4.50) we can say that condition 
(4.62) gives (4.63) and (4.64) if we use (2.9) instead of (2.7). 
It remains to prove estimates (4.59)-(4.61): to this end let us note that 
we have U’ = u’, + u; and so we can use (4.65), (3.4), and (4.4) to get (4.59) 
and (3.5), (4.31) to obtain (4.60). Finally from (4.52) we get also 
Au2(t) = eA’(Ax +f(O)) -f(O) 
and so by using (4.5) and (3.4) we have estimate (4.61). 
(4.66) 
Remark 1. From (4.47), (4.49), (4.65), and from the remark after 
Theorem 3.1, it is easy to conclude that if fE C?(O, T, E) and problem (2.1) 
has a strict solution u such that U’ E C”(O, T; E) then necessarily condition 
(4.56) holds and that the same result is valid by substituting Cp(O, T; E) 
and DA@, co) with hB(O, T, E) and DA(b), respectively, and (4.56) with 
condition (4.64). 
5. SPACE REGULARITY 
We want now to examine in which cases a restriction on the range off 
guarantees the existence of a classical solution of (2.1); to obtain this we 
will show that it is sufficient that f is bounded from [0, T] to an inter- 
mediate space D,(& co). Let us begin with the case u(O) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 0~ 10, l[. Zff~ C(0, T, E)nB(O, T; D,(f3, co)) there 
exists for each t E [0, T] 
A(eA *f)(t) = f: AeAtr-‘)f(s) ds (5.1) 
(eA*f)‘(t)=fi AeA(‘-“‘f(s)ds+f(t) (5.2) 
and so eA * f verifies (2.1) (with x = 0) for each t E [0, T]. Moreover 
(e” * f I’, A(eA * f ) E C(O, T, E) n B(O, T, D,(O, 00 1) (5.3) 
IICe” *f I’ll B(O,T; DA(B,%;)) Q (C, + 1) llf/la(O,T;D”(0,m)) (5.4) 
lINeA *f Ill a(o,r;D,(s,cc)) 6 C6 Ilf II1(O,T;DA(O,co)) (5.5) 
where C, depends on 8, T, and M, (see (5.12) below). 
In addition we have 
feC(O, T;D,,(@)-(@*f‘)‘, A(eA *f)E C(0, T,D,(B)). (5.6) 
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Proof: Let us set 
llflle* = sup llf(~)lle = sup sup Ilr’-eAeArfb)ll. 
O<S<T O<.Y<7-r>o 
Asf~B(0, T;D,(fl, co)) we have for O<s<t,<T 
IIAe A(‘-J)f(S)lI d llfll8* (t -sjH-’ 
hence for t E [0, T] we have (e” *f)(t) ED, and 
A(&’ *f)(t) = jd AeA(‘- “‘f(s) ds 
so that we get (5.1) and from (5.8) 
IlA(eA *f)(t)ll G; IIJ‘llH*. 
For r > 0 and s E [0, T] we have from (5.7) 
1) A2eA’f(s)lJ = /I AeAr’2AeA”2f(s)ll < 22-“M, lif/l$ r0--2 
and so for t E [0, T] we get 
ilr’-HAeA’A(e”*f)(t)ll = r’-’ ’ A2e(‘p”+‘)f(s) ds 
II s 0 II 







From (5.9) and (5.11) we deduce that A(eA *f )EB(O, T; D,(B, co) and 
also estimate (5.5) with 
c 
6 (5.12) 
Let us prove now that eA *S is the strict solution of problem (2.1) with 
x = 0. For a fixed 6 E 10, T[ and for each E E 10, S[ define the function 
w,(t) = ji-’ eAcres)f(s) ds TV Cd, Tl 
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as in (4.13). We have lim,: _ 0 w,,(t) = (e” *f’)(t) and w, E C’(6. T; E) with 
w:(+[; -& AeA”-“‘f’(s)ds+eA”f(t-E) 
so that from (5.1) and (5.8) we get 
llwXt)-A(eA *f)(t)--f(f)11 
G Ml8 /’ (+s)‘- ’ A+ II e”“[I.f(f - 6) -f(t)lll + IIeA”f(t) -.f(t)ll I -E 
< ll.flln* g+M, llf'(t-s)-f(t)\1 + 




uniformly for t E [S, T]. From the fact that 6 is arbitrarily chosen in 10, r[ 
we deduce that e”*f’EC(O, T;E)nC’(O+, T,E)nC(O+, T;D,) and 
verifies the equation u’(t) = Au(r) +.f(t) for 0 < t < T; but from (5.9) we 
deduce that A(eA *f ) is continuous also for t = 0 hence eA *f’~ 
C’(0, T; E)n C(0, T; DA) and is a strict solution of problem (2.1) with 
x = 0. Now it is obvious that (5.2) is a consequence of (5.1) and (5.4) 
derives from (5.5). 
To prove (5.6) let us suppose f E C(0, T; DA(e)) and gE C(0, T; D4): 
from (5.5) we have 
lIA(eA *f’)-AteA * s)ll. B(O,T.DA(H,K I, G C6 IV- ‘511Y,0.T:Da(M,r ,I’ (5.13) 
From (5.1) and (3.10) we get 
A(eA * g) = eA * Ag E C(0, T; DA(e)). 
As C(0, T, DA) is dense in C(0, T, DA(e)) and C(0, T, DA(e)) is closed in 
B(O, T; D,(tI, ccj)) from (5.13) we deduce that A(eA *,f)~ C(0, T; D,(H)) 
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and also (e” *S)’ E C(0, T; DA(e)) because eA *f is a strict solution of the 
equation in (2.1). 
Remark 1. Property (5.6) was proved with different methods in [S] 
where there are given applications to the nonlinear evolution equations. 
Remark 2. From (5.9) and (5.11) we see that in estimate (5.5) we can 
substitute 
ll.f’ll d~O.T:D,d~~.X’l) with SUP ll.f‘(~)lle~ 
oir<7 
Remark 3. When f E C(0, T; D,4(6), co)) we cannot deduce in general 
that U’E C(0, T; D,(t), a)). To see this it is sufficient to choose 
I/’ E D,(e, co) such that J $ DA(Q) and set f(t) = J for each t E [0, T]: then 
we have (e” *,f)’ (t) = eArI’ which does not belong to C(0, T; D,(S, GO)) 
because lim, _ o lleA’Jl-J2]l n,,o,r, = 0 would imply YE D,(0) by virtue of 
Proposition 1.8. 
Remark 4. The example of the preceding remark also shows that in 
general we do not have an estimate of type 
with lim T40C(T)=0. In fact if we take ,f(t)=y~D~(Q, a) for each 
t E [0, T], we obtain 
sup lle”.Y -YII Da(~,x) G C(T) lIAoa,o.x , 
OSl<T 
and so lim, + o IleAr - 4 yP(Da(H.E I, = 0 which is not true in general. (This fact 
was pointed out in [S]). In addition we could deduce also y E DA(e). 
We want to write some elementary but useful representation formulas for 
A(eA *f) and (e” *f)’ when f c C(0, T; D,): they are an obvious con- 
sequence of (5.1) and (5.2) and (together with (4.26) and (4.27)) are given 
for future reference. 
THEOREM 5.2. If f E C(0, T, DA) we have for each t E [0, T] 
A(e” *f)(t) = (eA * Af’)(f) (5.14) 
(eA *f )’ (t) = (eA * Af )(t) +f(t). (5.15) 
We will show in the next theorem that a space-regularity off (as sup- 
posed in Theorem 5.1) implies also the holder-continuity of A(eA *f) with 
respect to time, i.e., a time-regularity for A(eA *f ): 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let 0 E 10, 1 [. For each f E C(0, T; E) nB(O, T; 
D,(O, co)) we have 
A(eA *f) E C”(0, T, E)n C&(0, T; DA(O- E)), VJEE 10, Cl[ (5.16) 
and 
IIA(eA *f)ll C"(O.7-m d Cl llfllS(0.T:D4,0.n~)) (5.17) 
where C, depends on 0, T, and A4 (see (5.21) below). 
Zf in addition fe C(0, T; DA(O)) then 
A(eA *f) E h”(0, T; E) n h”(0, T; D,(B - E)), VE E -JO, 6[. (5.18) 
Proof If fcC(0, T;E)n9#(0, T;D,(8, co)) we have for Oft< 
t + h d T by virtue of (5.7) and (5.10) 
llA(eA *f)(t+h)-A(eA *.f)(t)ll 




(+/Z-S r + h 
= A’e”‘f(s) dr ds+ AeA(‘+‘-‘f(s) ds 
0 f ~~ s > 1 I II 
drds+IlfJIB j’+’ (t+h--s)@-‘ds 
1 
“& llfllH* ho+@’ llfllH* hH 
hence A(eA * f ) E C’(0, T; E) and 
I(A(eA *f)llHG 22-;;po; - 8 Ilfllf?. 
As from (5.9) we have that 
(lAteA *f )ll 






Now (5.16) is completely proved with the aid of (5.3) and (2.7). 
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To prove (5.18) let us note that if g E C(0, T; DA) we have by virtue of 
(5.14) and (3.10) 
A(@ * g) = eA * g E h”(0, T; E). 
In addition for f~ C(0, T; D,(0)) we deduce from (5.17) 
IIA(eA*f)-A(eA*g)l/ C”(O,T:P) d c7 IV- g/l ~‘(O,T:D~(W)l~ 
Now as C(0, r; DA) is dense in C(0, T; D,,+(0)) and h’(0, T; E) is closed in 
C”(0, T; E), we can deduce that A(e” *,f ) E h’(O, T; E); property (5.18) can 
be easily obtained by means of (5.6) and (2.9). 
Now we demonstrate the existence of a classical solution of (2.1) under 
the assumption that ,f~ C(0, T; E) n B(0, T; D,(e, “o)) and x E z: in 
addition we prove other regularity properties of the solution. 
THEOREM 5.4. When f E C(0, T; E) n g(O, Z D,(0, a) for some 
0 E 10, 1 [ and x E &, problem (2.1) has a classical solution u such that 
u’~9#(0+, T; D,d(8, cc)) 
AUE C”(O+, T; E)nB(O+, T, D,(O, m))nC”(O+, T; D,(O-E)) 
VE E 10, e[ 
and for each t E 10, T] 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
u’(t) = AeAfx +f(t) + Ji AeA(‘p.“f(~) d&y. (5.24) 
Jf in addition f E C(0, T; D,(d)) then we have also 
U’E C(O+, T, D,(Q)) (5.25) 
AuEh”(O+, T; E)nC(O+, T; D,(Q))nh’(O+, r;D,(0-E)) V&E 10, q. 
(5.26) 
Moreover the solution u ver$es properties (4.42)-(4.44). 
ProoJ We obtain a classical solution 24 of (2.1) as the sum of u. and U, 
when 
uo( t) = eA’x 
is (by virtue of Theorem 3.1) a classical solution of 
u;(t) = Au,(t) 
&J(O) =x 
(5.27) 
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and u1 = eA *f is (by virtue of Theorem 5.1) a strict solution of 
u;(t) = Au,(t) +.f(t) 
u,(O) = 0. 
(5.28) 
Taking into account the fact that u0 E Ck(O+, r; D, k) for each k E N we 
deduce (5.22) and (5.23) from (5.3) and (5.16); analogously (5.6) and (5.18) 
imply (5.25) and (5.26). Formula (5.24) is a consequence of (5.2). Finally, 
properties (4.42)-(4.44) are verified by u0 (see Theorem 3.1) and therefore 
also by U. 
One can now proceed (as in the case of time-regularity) to show that the 
condition (2.3) which is necessary for the existence of strict solution is also 
sufficient if we suppose f~ C(0, T; E) n &?(O, T, D,(e, co)); we will be able 
to give also necessary and sufficient conditions to obtain a maximal 
regularity result, i.e., to guarantee that also U’ E C(0, T, E) n 
W(O, 7’; DA4 a)). 
THEOREM 5.5. When f E C(0, T; E) n S?(O, T; D,(B, 03)) for some 
8~10, l[ and XED AO, problem (2.1) has a strict solution u such that for 
each t E [0, T] 
u’(t) = eAtAx + 5 ’ Ae +.‘)f(s) ds. (5.29) 0 
Moreover when 
XED, and AXE D/,(8, 00) (5.30) 
we have also 
u’ E 39 (0, T; D,(8, co) 
Au E Ce(O, T, E) n 3 (0, T, D,(8, co)) n C&(0, T; D,(8 - E)) 
and 
(5.31) 
VE E 10, e[ 
(5.32) 
IIU’II s(o,~;:n~(e,mj) G (1 + c6) lk-Ilsqo,~;~~(e,~~~ + MO llA4l~,cs,zc, (5.33) 
IIA~~o~~,~~, G G Ilfll~~O,T~DA~~,m~~ +max(Mo, e-‘) II~xII~,~o,~~ (5.34) 
IIAull a(o.r:nA(e.m)) G C, llflI.sqo,~;D~,~,m,~ + MO IlAxll ~a(t~,z) (5.35) 
where C, and C7 are defined by (5.12) and (5.21), respectively. 
When f E C(0, T; DA(O)) and 
XGD, and Ax E DA(d) (5.36) 
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then 
u’ E C(0, T; DA(@) (5.37) 
AuEh’(O, T;E) n C(0, T; D,(Q))nlz"(O, r; 0,(0-c)) V&E 10, 8[.(5.38) 
ProojI We use the notation of the proof of the preceding theorem. We 
can deduce from Theorem 3.1 that u,, is a strict solution of (5.27) hence u is 
a strict solution of (2.1) and (5.29) holds in [0, T]. Now by virtue of (5.3), 
(5.16), and the fact that for TV [0, T] we have 
u&(t) = Au,(t) = PAX (5.39) 
we obtain (5.31) and (5.32) from Theorem 3.1; analogously by using (5.6), 
(5.18), and Theorem 3.1 we deduce (5.37) and (5.38) from (5.36). 
Finally as U’ = ub + U; we obtain estimate (5.33) by means of (5.39), (3.5), 
and (5.4) while (5.34) is a consequence of (3.4) and (5.17). The last 
estimate (5.35) can be derived from (3.5) and (5.5). 
APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will give an example showing how the abstract 
theorems proved in the preceding sections can demonstrate the existence, 
uniqueness, and regularity of the solutions of problem (0.2). 
For sake of simplicity we will limit ourselves to the most classical 
parabolic problem, i.e., the first initial-boundary value problem for the heat 
equation with homogeneous boundary condition 
wdt, x) = dw(t, x) + s(t, x) O<tdT, XED 
w( t, x) = 0 O<t,<T, xEasz (6.1) 
40, xl = d(x) XE~. 
Here Q is a bounded open set R” with regular boundary 852 and g and 4 
are prescribed functions. 
Let us recall the definition of holder space of order s > 0 on Q (when s is 
noninteger): 
with norm 
c”(Q) = {u E CC~l(fi); DCSl, E c”- [“I(,@} 
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By replacing C’ with h” we obtain the little holder space /r”(Q). We set also 
and analogously we define C;(D) and h;(Q). 
Now if we want to write (6.1) as an abstract Cauchy problem of type 
(0.1) we can choose as E a Banach space of functions defined in Sz and set 
U(~)(X) = w(t, x), f(t)(x) = g(t, x) for t E [0, 7’1, x E 0; u0 = 4; in addition 
we define A as 
D,,,= {vEE, AvEE; u),,,=O) 
(6.2) 
Av=Av 
where the meaning of A and u 1 aR in (6.2) depends on the definition of E. 
This choice must be done in such a way that the operator A defined in 
(6.2) generates an analytic semigroup in E: this is true if one takes 
E = LP(0) (1 < p < cc ) and A in the sense of distributions in Q by virtue of 
the results of Agmon [l]. In this case, however, the solution obtained 
verifies (6.1), almost everywhere in Q. If we want a pointwise equality we 
can choose E = C,(Q) with the sup-norm: this was done in [24] by 
Stewart, who proved that A generates an analytic semigroup in the space 
C,(B) (this result was demonstrated for a strongly elliptic operator under 
general boundary conditions in [25]). We can also take E= C:(Q) 
(0 < 0 < 1) according to recent results of Campanato [6]. In the last two 
examples we have z = E but the obvious requirement that f(t) E E for 
0 f t 6 T forces us to choose g in (6.1) such that g( t, X) = 0 for each 
t E [0, T] and x E XJ. To eliminate this extra condition we have considered 
in Section 1.2 operators A satisfying only (1.2) and not necessarily z = E: 
in this way we can choose (as we will do in what follows) 
E= C(o) 
D, = (c~ C,(a), Av E C(Q)} (6.3) 
Av=Av 
where A is understood in the sense of distributions in Q. As b, = C,(D) we 
have DA # E but we can use again the results of [24] to prove that (6.3) 
verifies condition (1.2). (Let us observe that a similar conclusion is false if 
we set E= C”(Q), D, = C$+“(a), and Au = Au because a counterexample 
of Von Wahl [28] shows that the resolvent estimate of (1.2) does not 
hold.) 
With the definition (6.3) we can give a concrete characterization of the 
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intermediate spaces by means of the following isomorphisms which hold 
for each BE-JO, l[, 0~4: 
D,(8, co) N cy(a) 
DA(e) N h;“(ST). 
(6.4) 
This is a consequence of more general results by Lunardi [ 173 which refer 
to second order elliptic operators. Now it would be easy to use all the 
results of Sections 3, 4, and 5 to obtain solutions for problem (6.1) and to 
study their properties: here we want to consider only the classical solutions 
(and obtain results which seem to be new); the investigation on the strict 
solutions will be made only when the data satisfy some conditions which 
are usual when problem (6.1) is studied in holder spaces (see [14]). 
In the next theorem we will prove the existence of a classical solution of 
(6.1) under the condition that g is holder continuous with respect to time. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that 
(i) g is continuous in [0, T] x 0 and g(., x)E Cp(O, T) (O< b< 1) 
uniformly for x E Ss, 
(ii) 4 E C,(Q). 
Then there exists a unique function w such that 
(1) w is continuous in [0, T] x Q. 
(2) w, and Aw exist continuous in 10, T] x 8. 
(3) For each E E 10, T[ we have w,(., x), Aw(., x) E @(E, T) uniformly for 
XE 0. Moreooer if /I # 4, w,(t, *) E CgP(Q) uniformly for t E [E, T] and if 
a = k, for each y E 10, l[, w,(t, .) E Cg(@ untformly for t E [E, T]. 
(4) Equations (6.1) are satisfied. 
Proof Taking into account the definitions (6.3) and (6.4) we know that 
problem (6.1) can be written as an abstract Cauchy problem of type (2.1) 
with f E Cp(O, T; E) and initial datum in &; hence we can apply Theorem 
4.4 and get a classical solution of (0, l), verifying the regularity properties 
(4.38) and (4.39). If we go back to our problem (6.1) we find a solution for 
which (l)-(4) hold with the aid of the following elementary lemma: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let E and A be given by (6.2) and for each 
w: [0, T] x Q ---f C define u: [O, T] -+Easu(t)(x)=w(t,x)forOdt~Tand 
x E 0. Then for each fi E 10, 1 [ we have that 
(i) u E CB(O, T; E) zf and only zf w is continuous in [O, T] x 0 and 
w(., x) E C”(O, T) unzformly for x E D. 
409;107;1-5 
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(ii) UE C(0, T; E)n?J(O, T; DA(j, 00) with B #i if and only if w is 
continuous in [0, T] x D and w(t, .) E C$?(i2) uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
The last part of statement (3) above can be deduced from (ii) by virtue 
of the inclusion D,(f, co) Q D,(6, co) for 0 < 6 < 1. 
The preceding lemma and the abstract regularity given in Theorem 5.4 
imply the existence of a classical solution of (6.1) when g is holder con- 
tinuous with respect to the space variables. More precisely, it can be 
proved analogously to Theorem 6.1 the following result: 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that 
(i) g is continuous in [0, T] x D and g(t, .)E C’;(a) (0 < CI < 1) 
uniformly for t E [0, T]; 
(ii) f$ E C,(Q). 
Then there exists a unique function w such that 
(1) w is continuous in [0, T] x 0; 
(2) w, and dw exist continuous in 10, T] xl?; 
(3) for each E E 10, T[, we have w,(t, .), dw(t, .) E C;(!i?) uniformfy for 
t E [E, T] and d w(., x) E (I?“(&, T) uniformly for x E 0; 
(4) equations (6.1) are satisfied. 
In this theorem we had to impose on g the restriction g(t, x) = 0 for 
t E [0, T] and x E %2 because we want to use Theorem 5.4 and so 
x -+ g(t, x) must belong to some intermediate space, whose elements are 
functions vanishing on &2 (see (6.4)). This restriction does not appear in 
Theorem 6.1 and also in the next one which proves the existence of a strict 
solution of (6.1) when g is holder continuous with respect to space and 
time and satisfy those compatibility conditions with @ which are necessary 
to have a solution which verifies (6.1) up to t = 0. Our assumptions are 
those given in Theorem 5.2, p. 320 of [ 143 for a problem as (6.1). 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose that for 8 E 10, l[ 
(i) g is continuous in [0, T] x D, g(., x) E C@‘*(O, T) uniformly ,for 
x E a, and g( t, .) E C’(8) uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
(ii) ~~C~+‘(~)andd~(x)+g(O,x)=Ofor XE&?. 
Then there exists a unique function w such that 
(1) w is continuous and w,, dw exist continuous in [0, T] x0. 
(2) w,(., x), dw(., x) E Cei2(0, T) uniformly for XE~ and w,(t, .), 
dw(t, .) E C?(a) uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
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(3) w(t, . )E C2+o(i2) uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
(4) Equations (6.1) are satisfied in [O, T] x fi. 
Proof: With the notation of the proof of Theorem 6.1 we deduce from 
(i) that g E C8/2(0, T; E); moreover by using Schauder’s results for the ellip- 
tic equations (see [3]) it is easy to check that (ii) is equivalent to 4~ D, 
and Ad+f(O)e D,(8/2, co). Now we can apply the maximal time (and 
cross) regularity results of Theorem 4.5 and obtain properties (1) (2), and 
(4) with the exception of dw(t, .) E C’(Q). Therefore to conclude our proof 
it will be sufficient to prove (3). By virtue of (i) and (2) we have that g(t, .), 
wl(t, .) E C’(Q) uniformly for t E [0, T]: as u’ verities equation (6.1), we use 
again Schauder’s theorem and estimates (see [3], p. 236) and deduce 
property (3 ). 
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